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It was proved recently [3, 131 that the following two classes of algebras 
over algebraically closed fields coincide: 
1. The class of representation-finite algebras A with /3(A) 6 2, where 
/?(A) is the maximal number of nonprojective indecomposable summands 
in the middle term of an Auslander-Reiten sequence of A-modules. 
2. The class of representation-finite biserial algebras; here biserial means 
that the radical of each nonuniserial indecomposable projective (left or 
right) A-module is the sum of two uniserial submodules with simple or 
trivial intersection. 
A similar result is suspected if we drop the property “represen- 
tationfinite” in classes 1 and 2, and we will start an investigation of 
biserial algebras of infinite representation type. 
The key to the result for representation-finite algebras was to observe 
that each representation-finite biserial algebra is special [13] (see also the 
basic notations below), which means that it can be presented by a quiver 
with “nice” relations. Special algebras play an important role in the 
modular representation theory of finite groups. Namely, each represen- 
tation-finite block of a group algebra and some of the tame blocks (they 
occur only in characteristic 2) are special [7, 10,4]. Moreover in the com- 
plex representation theory of the Lorentz group the so-called 
Harish-Chandra modules are defined over (tame) special algebras [6]. 
In this paper we show that /l(A)62 for any special algebra A and that 
special algebras of infinite representation type are tame. 
Our paper consists of four parts. First we prove that each special algebra 
is a factor of a special symmetric algebra (Theorem 1.5). For the latter the 
methods of Gelfand and Ponomarev used in the classification of the 
indecomposable Harish-Chandra modules of the Lorentz group apply and 
furnish a complete list of indecomposable finitely generated modules over 
special algebras (Proposition 2.3) presented in Section 2. From this list we 
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see that special algebras of infinite representaion type are tame in the sense 
of Ringel [ 111. We proceed with a calculation of the inverse rP1 = Tr D of 
the Auslander translate in Section 3 and of the endomorphism rings of the 
indecomposable modules in Section 4. With this information on hand we 
can describe the Auslander-Reiten sequences over special algebras 
(Theorem 4.1). 
BASIC CONCEPTS 
A quiver Q consists of a set Q, of vertices and a set Q, of arrows con- 
necting vertices; thus each arrow c( has a domain d(cr) and a range r(a), 
which we indicate by LX = d(or) + r(u) or d(a) --t’ r(u). 
Throughout we denote by L a connected linear quiver and, if not labeled 
otherwise. we assume 
p1322.2. ..tir”Tr+l, r 3 0, 
where for all i, 1 < i < r, lj is an arrow with either orientation. We define a 
function E: L, + { + 1, - 1 } by &(A;):= 1 if 1, = i + i+ 1, and .s(Ai):= -1 if 
li=i+i+l. 
Similarly we denote by Z a connected cyclic quiver and, if not labeled 
otherwise, we assume 
where for all i, 1 < i 6 r, ii is an arrow with either orientation. Again we 
define E: Zi+(+l, -1) by s(ii)=l if [;=i-i+, E([~)= -1 if ii= 
it i+ 1; here Idenotes the congruence class of i modulo r. 
If Q is an arbitrary quiver, a quiver homomorphism w: L -+ Q is called a 
walk of length r in Q from w( 1 ), the start-point, to w(r + 1 ), the endpoint of 
w. A walk w is called a path if ~(1~) = 1 for all i. In the latter case we shall 
use also notation w = c(, cz2 . . . CI,, where cli = ~(2~) EQ, . Similarly a quiver 
homomorphism U: Z + Q is called a tour in Q, and a circuit if a([,) = 1 for 
all i. If u is a walk (respectively tour) in Q, we say that each arrow ~(2~) 
(respectively u([,)) occurs in u and v runs through each vertex u(i) (v(i)). 
For each connected linear subquiver L’ of L (respectively Z) the restriction 
of u to L’ is called a subwalk of u, or else a subpath if E(P) = 1 for p E L’, . A 
walk (respectively path) u: L --* Q is closed if u( 1) = u(r + 1). 
Throughout the paper we fix an algebraically closed field K and use the 
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notations of bound quivers, bound quiver algebras, representations of 
bound quivers and related concepts as presented in [S] without any 
further reference. 
We recall that any finite-dimensional K-algebra A is Morita equivalent 
to a bound quiver algebra K[Q, I]:= K[Q]/Z, where Q is the ordinary 
quiver of A and Z an appropriate ideal of the path algebra K[Q] of Q over 
K. Hence the category mod A of finitely generated left A-modules is 
equivalent to the category mod.(Q, I) of finite-dimensional bound 
representations of (Q, I) over K. As for our aim it is enough to consider 
basic, connected algebras, and we can restrict our discussions to bound 
quiver algebras A = K[Q, I], where Q is a finite, connected quiver. 
We recall from [13] the following 
(0.1) DEFINITION. An algebra A is called speciuf if it is isomorphic to a 
bound quiver algebra K[Q, Z] where the bound quiver (Q, I) satisfies: 
(i) The numbers of arrows in Q with a fixed domain, respectively, 
range, are bounded by 2. 
(ii) For each c1 E Q, there is at most one /I E Qr and at most one 
y E Qr such that o$ and ya do not belong to I. 
In this case we also call (Q, I) a special bound quiver. It was proved in 
[ 131 that each special algebra is biserial and each representation-finite 
biserial algebra is special. But there are simple examples of nonspecial 
biserial algebras [ 131. 
1. THE STRUCTURE OF SPECIAL ALGEBRAS 
Our first aim is to analyse the structure of special algebras. We shall 
show that each special algebra is a factor of a special symmetric algebra. 
We start by extending the notion of tracks introduced earlier in the case 
of representation-finite, biserial selfinjective algebras [ 123: A triple 
T= (Q, Z, v) consisting in a finite bound quiver (Q, I) and a path (respec- 
tively a circuit) u in Q is called a linear (respectively cyclic) truck, if 
K[Q, Z] is finite dimensional and if it satisfies 
( 1.1) (i) Each c1 E Qr occurs exactly once in u, and v runs at most twice 
through each vertex of Q. 
(ii) For any two composable arrows c(, /I E Qr the composition a/I 
belongs to Z if and only if ap is not a subpath of u. 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. The bound quiver algebra K[Q, Z] of a (linear or 
cyclic) track T = (Q, Z, v) is special. Any bound quiver algebra A of a special 
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bound quiver (Q, I) determines a unique set of tracks T, = (Q, Z,, v,), 
a E Sz G Q, , where (Qa, I,) is a bound subquiver of (Q, I) (i.e., Qa is a sub- 
quiver of Q and I, = K[ Ql] n I), such that each arrow of Q belongs to 
exactly one Ql. 
Proof The first assertion is clear by the definition of a track. In a 
special bound quiver (Q, I) each arrow a determines either a unique circuit 
or a unique maximal path U, with the property that the composition of two 
consecutive arrows of v, does not belong to I. Let Qz be the underlying 
quiver of u,, I, = K[Q,] n I. Then T,:= (Q%, I,, u,) is a track and we have 
T, = TD if and only if fl belongs to Q,. Take now a set 52 G Q, representing 
the different tracks T, in (Q, I). 
A special bound quiver (Q, I) can be reconstructed from its set of tracks 
T,, a E 52, if one knows some additional coefficients relating certain pairs of 
paths with the same startpoint and endpoint and maximal in the set of 
paths outside of I. 
Assume there are given two special bound quivers (Q, I) and (P, J) and 
vertices a, ,..., a,, in Q, 6, ,..., b,, in P, n 3 1, such that for all i, 1 6 id n, the 
number of arrows with domain (respectively range) a, or hi is bounded by 
2. Identifying in the disjoint union of Q and P the vertices ai = b;, 1 6 id n, 
we get a new quiver R. Let X be a set of pairs (u, v), where u and u are 
paths in Q and P, respectively, u from a, to a,, u from b, to b,,, and both are 
maximal in the set of paths outside of I respectively J. For each (u, u) E X 
we choose an element u,,, E K and consider the ideal H of K[R] generated 
by the union of the following subsets: 
(i) Zu J; 
(ii) {aBIaEQ1, BEP~ or aEP,, PEQ,}; 
(iii) {u-ic,,,uI(u, u)EX}. 
We call (R, H) a gluing of (Q, I) and (P, J) along a, ,..., a,,, b, ,..., 6,. 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. The bound quiver (R, H) constructed above is special 
and its set of tracks is the disjoint union of those of (Q, I) and (P, J). Any 
special bound quiver (Q, I) is obtained from its set of tracks T,, a E 0, by 
gluing step by step with the bound quivers (Qr, Z,) in some appropriate way. 
Proof: Since ZUJEH and a/IEH whenever aeQ1, PEPS or aEP1, 
fl E Q, , (R, H) is special and any track in (R, H) is one in (Q, I) or (P, J). 
The last assertion follows easily by induction on the number of tracks. 
Observe that in any case Z is generated by zero relations and by relations of 
the form U- K,,,v where u and v have the same startpoint and endpoint 
and are maximal in the set of paths outside of I. 
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(1.4) THEOREM. Any special algebra A is a factor of a special symmetric 
aIgebra A,. 
Prooj We shall construct A, from A in some natural way but we point 
out that it is far from being uniquely determined by A. Let A = K[Q, ZJ 
where (Q, I) is a special bound quiver and 2 = { TX = (Q,, Z,, va), CI E Sz} 
the set of tracks of (Q, I). We fix some enumeration of tracks, say 2 = 
{T 1 ,...> T,}, Ti= (Qi, Ii, u,) for 1 < i< t, such that for some 0 6s 6 t a, is a 
circuit or a closed path for 1 6 i6 s, whereas vi is not closed for 
s+l<i<t. 
Our first step is to present A as a factor of a special algebra A’ the tracks 
of which all contain circuits or closed paths. We do this by induction on 
the number n = t-s of not closed paths vi, n = n(A). 
Let ai and bi be respectively the startpoint and the endpoint of u,, 
s+l<i<t. 
Case 1. There are composable paths, say, u,+ i , v,+ z ,..., v,+ m, m 3 2. If 
the composition v of them is a closed path we define a new algebra A’ = 
K[Q, Z’J where Z’ is obtained from Z by deleting the relations 
Pi%+ I, r+ l<ifr+m- 1, and Pr+mar+,, 
where CI, is the first and /Ii the last arrow in the path vi. Then A’ is special, 
AisafactorofA’andn(A’)=t-(s+m)<n(A).Ifvisnotclosed,wemay 
assume that no other path u,, i > r + m, is composable with v. This implies 
that at most one arrow of Q has domain b,+, and at most one arrow of Q 
has range a, + , . Then we can add one new arrow y: b,s +m -+ a, + , and with 
appropriate relations I’ on the new quiver Q’ we again get a special algebra 
A’such that AisafactorofA’andn(A’)=t-(s+m)<n(A). 
Case 2. The paths ui, s + 1 d ib t, are all noncomposable. Again we 
can add one new arrow y: b,Y+, -+ a,s+, and we get a special algebra A’ as 
above with n(A’) = n(A) - 1. 
We can now assume that all paths v, in the tracks T,, c1 E Sz, of A are cir- 
cuits or closed paths. We put up:= v, for each arrow p occurring in z), and 
denote by m the nilpotence index of rad A. For each vertex a of Q and each 
arrow CI with domain a we denote by v,, the closed path starting in a with 
a, running m times around v, and ending in a. Consider the ideal Z, of 
K[Q] generated by all elements of one of the following forms: 
(i) ficr, where pa is not a subpath of 0,; 
(ii) all paths properly containing a path v,,,; 
(iii) all differences a, 1 - v, B, where c1 #/I are arrows with the same 
domain a. 
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It is clear that the algebra A, := K[Q, Z,] is special and has A as a factor 
algebra. We claim that A, is also symmetric. For this we look at the linear 
form cp: A,V + K given on the residue classes of paths v by 
cp(v + I,):= 1 if u=v,,, for some CL=U+~EQ, 
.- .- 0 else. 
cp vanishes on no left or right ideal different from 0 but on all com- 
mutators, because for two composable paths u, v in Q we have u. v = II,,, 
for some arrow x = a + h if and only if v. u = vC,;, for some arrow y = c + d. 
2. INDECOMPOSABLE MODULES 
Using methods of Gelfand and Ponomarev [6] or else their functorial 
interpretation by Gabriel (see [lo]), applied by Ringel [lo] and Donovan 
and Freislich [4] to certain special blocks of group algebras, one can 
determine the finitely generated indecomposable modules over any special 
symmetric algebra, hence by Proposition 1.5 those over arbitrary special 
algebras. For later use we will describe them in some appropriate language. 
We start recalling from [ 131 the notions of V-sequences and primitive 
V-sequences in a special bound quiver (Q, I). We may assume without loss 
of generality that each indecomposable injective-projective A-module is 
uniserial, where A = K[Q, Z]. Otherwise, if A = P, 0 P, is a decomposition 
of A, as a left module, where P, is a sum of indecomposable nonuniserial 
injective-projective summands of A and where P, has not any such sum- 
mand, S:= sot P, is a two-sided ideal of A [3, Lemma 4.31, annihilating 
each nonprojective indecomposable left or right A-module, and A/S is a 
special algebra with the wanted property. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. A walk v: L + Q in Q is called a V-sequence in (Q, I) 
if it satisfies: 
(i) each subpath of u does not belong to I; 
(ii) u(n,)#~(I~,+,) whenever E(;~~)#E(~,+,). 
(2.2) DEFINITION. A tour u: Z -+ Q in Q is called a primitive V-sequence 
in (Q, I) if it satisfies: 
(i) u is not a circuit and each subpath of u does not belong to I; 
(ii) 4i,) Z 4i,+ ,I whenever 4ii) f QL+ ,); 
(iii) There is no automorphism 0 #id of Z permutting the vertices 
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cyclicly and such that u = uo e. (Hence by (ii) there is no automorphism 
afid at all with U=UOC.) 
Associated with any quiver homomorphism h: X+ Q we have a functor 
Fh: mod,X+mod ,Q 
as follows (compare [ 143): For a representation 
of X define 
for each a E Q, 
(Fh I’), = @ I’, (gyd ’ @ V, foreachcc=a+bEQr 
h(x) = a h(y) = b 
where gY, = C, = x _ ye x, V,. For a morphism 
cp=(px: v,- Wx,xEXcJ): v-, w 
in mod,X define 
F/,4’= @ cp,:(Fh(V)),~(Fh(W)),;aEQ, 
h(x) = a 
For the quiver L = 1 -‘I 2 -a2... - r -‘, r + 1 let L be the represen- 
tation K -id K -id . . . -id K--Id K of L (observe that each edge represents 
an arrow). 
For the quiver 
a positive integer n and an element K E K*:= a(O) let Z(n, K) be the 
representation 
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If now u: L + Q is a V-sequence in (Q, I), the representation 
M(v):= F”(L) 
is a bound representation of (Q, I), called a representation of the first kind. 
Similarly, if U: Z + Q is a primitive V-sequence in (Q, I), the represen- 
tation 
M(u, n, K):= F,(Z(n, K)) 
is a bound representation of (Q, I) for each positive integer n and each 
K E K*, called a representation of the second kind. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. The representations M(v) and M(u, n, K) are all 
indecomposable and each finite-dimensional indecomposable bound represen- 
tation of (Q, I) is isomorphic to one of them. Moreover no representation of 
the first kind is isomorphic to a representation of the second kind, M(v) is 
isomorphic to M(v’),for V-sequences v: L + Q, v’: L’ + Q if and only if there 
is an isomorphism o: L’ + L with v’ = vo a, and M(u, n, K) is isomorphic to 
M( u’, n’, K') for primitive V-sequences u: Z -+ Q and u’ Z’ + Q tf and only if 
n = n’, K = K' and there is an isomorphism o: Z’ + Z with u’ = u 0 a. 
Proof We know by Theorem 1.5 that A = K[Q, I] is a factor of a 
special symmetric biserial algebra A, = K[Q,, I,]. Hence we have to deter- 
mine the indecomposable finitely generated A,s-modules which are A- 
modules. For the indecomposable A,-modules the reader is referred to [4]: 
By the results there the indecomposable A,Y-modules are described by V- 
sequences and primitive V-sequences in (Q,, Z,s) and it is clear that such a 
module is an A-module if and only if the (primitive) V-sequence is one in 
(Q> 0 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Any special algebra A is either representation-finite 
or tame (in the sense of Ringel [ 111). 
Proof Let K[ T] be the polynom algebra in one indeterminate T. For a 
primitive V-sequence u:Z -+ Q in (Q, I) we denote by G,: 
mod K[ T] -+ mod A the functor which is the composition of F,: 
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mod,Z + mod,(Q, I) with the functor G: mod K[ r] + mod,Z given on 
objects by 
mod K[T] 3 VH VA VA...- 
u 
with the obvious action on morphisms. The functors G, are all embeddings 
and for each positive integer d there are finitely many primitive V-sequen- 
ces ui, 1 d i < s(d), such that all but a finite number of indecomposable A- 
modules of dimension d are of the form G,(V) for some i and some 
indecomposable K[ T]-module V. 
3. THE AUSLANDER TRANSLATE 
Our aim is to describe the Auslander-Reiten sequences over special 
algebras A. Again we can assume without loss of generality that each 
indecomposable injective-projective A-module is uniserial [2]. 
We start with a description of the Auslander translate r -’ = Tr D; here 
D denotes the duality D = Hom,( -, K) and Tr A4 is the cokernel of 
Horn& A) where 
P, f ~P,-M----+O 
is a minimal projective presentation of the A-module M. 
We denote by Qop the quiver obtained from Q by reversing all arrows. 
Any path (respectively walk) u in Q determines a unique path (respectively 
walk) uop in Qop and the map OH vop extends to an algebra 
antiisomorphism K[Q] + K[Q”“]. Let Zap be the image of Z under this 
map; then the algebra AoP:= K[Q”“, Z““] is the opposite algebra of A. 
Trivially A is special if and only if A Op is so, and a walk u (respectively a 
tour U) is a V-sequence (respectively a primitive V-sequence) in (Q, I) if 
and only if P (respectively P) is a V-sequence (respectively a primitive 
V-sequence) in ( Qop, Zap). 
(3.1) LEMMA. ( 1) DM(u) = M(uoP) for each V-sequence u in (Q, I). 
(2) DM(u, n, ic)=M(~~~, n, K) for each primitive V-sequence u in 
(Q, I), each positiue integer n and each IC E K*. 
ProoJ: Assertion (1) is clear. For (2) we observe that the K-dual of the 
map ZC” + K” given by the Jordan block .Z,(rc) is represented with respect o 
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the dual basis of DK” by the transpose of J,(K). But reversing the dual 
basis we get again J,(K). 
For a description of Tr M(u) let u: L + Q be a P’-sequence in (Q, I). 
Then 
L=lt24--... +,y, + “’ +s2+ ... ... +,J,+ ... +r+ 1 
with l<s,<s,< . ..s.<r+l. For each p, q where q is odd, l<q<m, 
and p=q+ 1 for q<m or p=q- 1 for q> 1 we put 
X PY = ap -+ ... +~,)+ZEA. 
If the restriction of v to 1 c ... t s, + s1 + 1 is extendable to a V-sequence 
u’: sO=Oc 1 c ... csI +sl + 1 we put 
X ,,,=d(O+ 1 + ... +s,)+l~A, 
else x0, = 0. If the restriction of u to s, - 1 c S, -+ . . . + r + 1 is extendable 
to a V-sequence u’: s, - 1 t S, + . . -+ r + 1 + s, + 1 = r + 2 put 
x m+I.m= v’(s,+ ... -+r+ 1 +r+2)+ZEA, 
else x, + I,m = 0. We denote be e, the idempotent of A corresponding to the 
vertex u(s,) E QO, u d id m + 1, hence xPy = epxPyey. Then the minimal pro- 
jective presentation of M(v) has the form 
(Ae,@)Ae2+Ae40 ... OAe,,~,(OAe,+,) 
f + Ae,@Ae,@ ‘.. OAe,- Mu) - 0, 
where f is given by multiplication from the right with the matrix 
i 
(x0,) x21 
x23 x43 0 
B(v) = 
0 XVI - I,m ~ 2 
-ytn - I,m (x 1 in+ 1,m i. 
Here the brackets (Ae,@ ), ( @AeM + i), (x,,), (x, + l,m) indicate that these 
terms should be omitted if xol = 0 respectively x, + I,m = 0. Hence Tr M(u) 
is the cokernel of the map 
e,A@e,A@ .‘. @e,A 
-+(e,J@)e,AOe,AO . ..e.-,A(@e,+,A) 
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given by multiplication from the left with the matrix B(u). Assume now 
that zx L + Q is a V-sequence of length > 1 in (Q, Z) (hence L has at least 
one arrow). Then L can be drawn as 
L=l + ... -+s,+ ... +-.y-’ ... “’ -+s,c ... cr+l 
l,<sl<s*< ..’ <s,<r+ 1, rn> 1. 
If there is a V-sequence v’: L’ + Q which is an extension of v to a quiver L’ 
of the form 
L’=l+ ... -+SIC ... “. +s,+ ... tr+lcr+2+ . . +t+l, 
\ V / 
=L 
where t 3 r + 2, let u, be the maximal extension of this form. Otherwise let 
u, be the restriction of v to the subquiver 
1 + ... +s*t ... ..’ cs,-I-+ ..’ 4($-l), 
which may be empty and then ur := a. Similarly, if there is a V-sequence 
VI’: L” --) Q which is an extension of u to a quiver L” of the form 
L”=t+ . . . to-b 1 -+ ... -+sl c ... ... -+s,c . ..r+ 1, 
\ V / 
L 
where t < 0, let v2 be a maximal extension of this form or else let u2 be the 
restriction of u to the subquiver 
.r1+1t...+S2+... . ..+.r,+...+r+l, 
which may be empty and then a*:= a. 
For a V-sequence vof length 0 in (Q, I), which is just a vertex a of Q, we 
have at most two arrows IX, BE Q, with range a. Accordingly we have at 
most two different maximal V-sequences vi, respectively, u2, which are 
maps L --) Q for 
i.2 L=l+3--2- . . . 1.1 ,t+l 
with v,(;l,) =c(, respectively ~~(2,) = /3. If there is only one such arrow 
c1 E Q, , we define v2 := 0; if there is not any arrow with range a, we define 
u1 := u2:= 0. Moreover we put M(B):= 0. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Zf v is a V-sequence in (Q, I) such that M(u) is not injec- 
tive, then: 
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(1) One of the V-sequences v, , v2 is not empty, and if both are then 
(v1)2= (U2)I. 
(2) Put V:=(v,), or V:= (u2), whatever is defined. Then 
Tr DM( v) = M( 6). 
Proof: (1) If v, is empty, L has the form 
L=l+- ... cr+l, r 2 0, 
and there is no arrow with range v(r + 1). Similarly, if v2 is empty, L has 
the form 
L=l-+ ... +r+l, r 3 0, 
and there is no arrow with range v( 1). Hence if both v2 and vr are empty, 
we need r = 0 and there is no arrow with range u( 1). But this means that 
M(u) is simple injective [4]. It is clear that (vr)* = (vz), if both are defined. 
The proof of (2) is a straightforward interpretation of the description of D 
and Tr. But one has to distinguish several cases and the details are left to 
the reader (compare also [S, 71). 
Let now U: Z + Q be a primitive V-sequence in (Q, I). By Proposition 2 
we can assume that 
Foreachp,q,whereqiseven,2~q~m,andp=q+lforq<m,p=m-l 
or p= 1 for q=m we put 
X py=u(sy--) ‘.. +s,)+zEA. 
Again we denote by e, the idempotent of A corresponding to the vertex 
u(sj) E Q,. Then the minimal projective presentation of the module 
M(u, n, IC) has the form 
(Ae,)“O(Ae,)“O ... CD(Ae,-,)” 
f + (Ae,)“@(Ae,)“@ ... O(Ae,)“-rM(u,n, K)+O, 
where f is given by multiplication from the right with the block matrix 
! 
Xl2 . En x32 
B(z.4, n, K) = x34 
0 
Xlrn~ Jn(K-) 
48 I )95/2- I3 
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Here E, is the unit matrix of rank n. Hence Tr M(u, n, K) is the cokernel of 
the map 
(e,A)“@(e,A)“O ... @(emA)” 
-----+ (elA)“O(e,A)“@ ... @(em-,A)” 
given by multiplication from the left with the matrix B(u, n, K). 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Tr DM(u, n, IC) z M(u, n, JC) for each primitive V- 
sequence u, each positive integer n and each IC E K*. 
ProoJ: The assertion follows immediately from the description of D and 
Tr. Observe that DM(u, n, K) = M(zPP, n, K) is a right A-module, hence we 
have to take the left-right symmetric description for Tr. 
4. AUSLANDER-REITEN SEQUENCES 
Assume that v is a V-sequence in (Q, I) and U, , v2, 17 are as in 
Lemma 3.2. By construction the V-sequences v, and v2 are extensions or 
restrictions of the given V-sequence v and there are canonical 
monomorphisms or epimorphisms fi : M(u)+ M(v,) and f2: 
M(u) -+ M(vZ). Also U is an extension or a restriction of both v, and v2 and 
there are canonical monomorphisms or epimorphisms g, : M(v,) + M(C), 
g, : M(u,) -+ M(V). 
For a primitive V-sequence u in (Q, I) there are sequences of canonical 
monomorphisms .h., and epimorphisms gi, respectively, i > 0, 
o=b.f(24, 0, K) A M(u, 1, K) > ” ) M(u, 2, K) fi > ,... 
O=M(u,O, K) A M(u, 1, K) A M(u, 2, K) 4-e-=--., 
With these notations we can now state our main result. 
(4.1) THEOREM. (1) Let v be a V-sequence in (Q, I) such that M(u) is 
noninjective. Then 
0 -+ M(v). Wv,)OWv,) 
(-g:) b M(v) + 0 (f1.h) 
is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod,(Q, Z). 
(2) Let u be a primitive V-sequence in (Q, I), n a positive integer and 
ICE K*. Then 
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0 + M(u, n, Jc) 
(&Y-l,fn) rM(u,n-l,K)OM(u,n+l,IC) 
( -f,-l) ST” ) M(u, n, K) + 0 
is an A&under-Reiten sequence in mod,(Q, I). 
The proof of this theorem will occupy the rest of this paper. Our aim is 
to verify the conditions in the definition of Auslander-Reiten sequences in 
[l] which are called there “almost split sequences.” The first step is to 
determine the endomorphisms of the modules M(o) and M(u, It, IC). 
Let u: L + Q be a V-sequence in (Q, I), where 
L=l i. , 12 -2-...- 1, r-r+l. 
Then M(v), as a vector space, is decomposed into a direct sum of one- 
dimensional spaces Vi = K: 
t-+1 
M(v)= @ vi. 
,=I 
With respect o this decomposition each endomorphism f of M(v) is given 
by a matrix F=(f,),f,EKfor all 1 <i,j<r+ 1. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let f be an endomorphism of M(v) with matrix F= ( fi,). 
Then, for all i # j, f, # 0 implies: 
(1) v(i)=v(j) andhj=O; 
(2) for each path x from i to h in L there is a path y from j to k such 
that v(y) = v(x); 
(3) ,for each path y from k to j in L there is a path x from h to j such 
that v(y) = v(x); 
(4) fhk =f, for the vertices h, k in (2) and (3). 
Moreover, iff is nilpotent, fii = 0 for all i. 
Proof For each arrow a E Q, which belongs to the image of v the linear 
map [M(v)], is given with respect o the above decomposition of M(v) by 
a matrix S(a) = (srJ) given by sii= 1 if there is an arrow I = j-, i in L 
satisfying v(n) = a and sii = 0 otherwise. 
For all c1 E Q, which do not belong to v(L), S(a) = 0. The endomorphism 
f of M(v) has to commute with the linear maps [M(v)],, UE Q,, hence 
F= (fq) commutes with the matrices S(a). This gives us immediately the 
conditions (2) (3) and (4). Also the first part of (1) is clear. Assume now 
that f, andAi are nonzero, so that we can apply (2) and (3) in both direc- 
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tions. But this means that there is an automorphism (T of L with u = u 0 (T 
and a(i) = j. By the definition (2.1) of a V-sequence r~ cannot be a reflec- 
tion. Hence (T is the identity and i = j. It remains to prove the last assertion. 
By (1) in the diagonal of the matrix off * we have the elements fif and 
inductively any power G = F*” has diagonal elements gii = fiy. Hence if f is 
nilpotent, fii = 0 for all i. 
Let U: Z + Q be a primitive V-sequence in (Q, I), where 
For a positive integer n and K E K* the module M(u, n, K) is then decom- 
posed as a vector space into a direct sum of n-dimensional spaces I’, = ZP 
M:=M(u,n,?c)= &) v,. 
i= I 
Accordingly an endomorphism f of M is given by an r x r block matrix 
F= (F,), where each Fi, is an n x n matrix over K. 
(4.3) LEMMA. A block matrix F= (FO) as above is the matrix of an 
endomorphism f of M if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(ii) For all i # j, Fii # 0 implies 
(1) u(i) = u(j) and F,= 0. 
(2) For each path x from j to h in Z there is a path y from j to k 
such that u(y) = u(x). 
(3) For each path y from k to j in Z there is a path x from h to i 
such that u(y) = u(x). 
(iii) If v, w: L -+ Z are two walks in Z maximal with respect o u 0 u = 
uow and v#w, we have: 
(1) Fv(k),w(k) = Fv(k+ l),w(k+ I) if@,) + i, +-w(nk). 
(2) Fv(k),w(k) ’ J,(K) = Fov(k+ l),w(k+ I) ifw@,) = {, and&&) = 1, 
F -F u(k),w(k) - u(k + I ),w(k + 1) . J,(K) ifW(n,) = [, arId& = -1. 
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(3) J,(K). F”(k),W(k) = F”(k+ I),w(k+ I) Q-u(&) = 0. and&(&) = 1, 
F v(k),w(k) = J,(K) Fe+ l),w(/c+ 1) ifu(A,) = [, cd&(&) = -1. 
Moreover, iff is nilpotent, p, =0 in (i). 
Proof: For each arrow CIE Q, which belongs to the image of U, the 
linear map M, is given with respect o the above decomposition of M by a 
block matrix S(a) = (S,) where each S, is an n x n matrix of K satisfying 
S,= E, if there is an arrow [: J- i, [ # [,, in 2 with u(i) = a 
= J,(K) ifi=l, j=randu([,)=a 
=o else. 
For each CI E Q, which does not belong to u(Z) we have S(a) = 0. The sum 
S of the S(a), c1 E Q,, is a block matrix S = (C,) reflecting the quiver Z in 
the sense that 
sZ,=E, if there is an arrow [: j+ 2: [ # [,, in Z 
= J,,(K) ifi= 1, j=r 
=o else. 
Assume first that F= (F,) is the matrix of an endomorphism f of M. Then 
F,# 0 implies u(i) = u(j) and F commutes with all matrices S(a), a E Q,. 
Especially F commutes with S= (C,) and we get the identities 
J,(K). Frr = 6 I . J,(K), F,,=F,,= ... =F,,. 
Hence J,(K). F,, = F,, . J,(K) and (i) is proved. The property that F com- 
mutes with all S(a) implies the conditions (ii)(2), (3) and (iii). 
If now F, and F,i are both nonzero we can apply (ii)(2) and (3) in both 
directions. This means that there is an automorphism (T of Z with u = u 0 CJ 
and a(i) = j. But by the definition (2.2) of a primitive V-sequence cr has to 
be the identity and i= j. The last assertion follows with the arguments used 
in the corresponding part of the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Assume now conversely that F= (F,) satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and 
(iii) of the Lemma. Then by (ii)(l) f(M,) LM, for each vertex UE Q,. 
Moreover by (i), (ii)(2), (3) and (iii) f commutes with the linear maps M,, 
a E Q, Hence f is an endomorphism of M. 
We can now enter the proof of our Theorem 4.1. We look first at the 
sequence 
(fiJ2 0 + M(o) - M(u,)Owh) 
t-f:) ) M(v)+0 
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which is obviously exact but does not split. We have to show that each 
nilpotent endomorphism f of M(u) factors over (fi, f2). For this we dis- 
tinguish several cases. 
Recall that U: L + Q, where 
L=l+ ... t-s,-+ ... -+,y2c ... ... tsm+ . . . -+r+ 1, 
1 <s, < s2 < ... <s,<r+ 1, 
and 
i-+1 
M(u)= 0 I/,, 
i= 1 
V, = K for all i. 
Case 1. s,#l and s,#r+l. 
In this case we obtain from Lemma 4.2 for the matrix F= (L?) off the 
properties 
fil =o for i#r+ 1, 
fir+, =o for if 1. 
Hence, again using Lemma 4.2, L., = 0 for all i or fir + i = 0 for all i. Con- 
sequently kerfcontains I’, or V,, , and f factors over f2 or over fi , respec- 
tively. 
Case 2. s,#l, s,=r+l. 
In this case we get imediately from Lemma 4.2 fil = 0 for all i. Hence 
V, c Ker f and f factors over f2. 
Case 3. s, = 1, s,#r+ 1. 
This case is symmetric to case 2. 
Case 4. sl= 1, s,=r+ 1. 
This case is dual to case 1. 
Next we look at the sequence 
O+M, (&-I./i) M ’ n-lOMn+l 
(?,A) bM,-+O, 
where M, := M(u, t, IC), t E N, for some fixed primitive V-sequence u: 2 + Q 
and some fixed ICE K*. Again it is obvious that this sequence is exact and 
not split. Hence it remains to prove that each nilpotent endomorphism f of 
M, factors over (g, ~ , , f,). But this follows immediately from 
(4.4) LEMMA. Each nilpotent endomorphism f of M, can be extended to 
an endomorphism 7 of M, + 1 such that im f is contained in M,. Here we 
identify M, with its image in M, + 1 under f,. 
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ProoJ: Let F= (F,) be the matrix off as before. We proceed to show 
that we can extend the n x n-matrices F, to (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices pq of 
the form 
such that the block matrix F= (F,) satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
Lemma 4.3. 
Let W be the set of all pairs (u, w) of walks u, w: L -+ Z of length 
t = t(u, w) as in Lemma 4.3 (iii). We observe that by the definition of 
primitive V-sequences the walks u and w are not surjective maps, because 
otherwise they define an automorphism 0 of Z with u = uo 0, which is 
impossible! Especially there is at most one arrow I E L, with w(A) = [,. The 
relation on W defined by 
(0, w)- (u’, w’) if and only if there is an isomorphism (T: L’ + L 
with v’=uo~, W’=WOC 
is an equivalence relation and we choose from each equivalence class one 
representative (u, w) satisfying the condition 
&(A)= -1 if w(A) = [,. 
Then for each pair (i, j), 1 d i # i < r, with F,. # 0, there is exactly one 
representative (u, w) such that 
i = u(k), j = w(k) for some k E L,,. 
For such a pair (i, j) we can now define Fij along the following dis- 
tinguished cases: 
Case 1. w(A)#[, for all IZEL,. 
In this case we put 
for all (i j) = (u(k), w(k)), k E L,. 
Case 2. w(A,,) = [,. for some s EL, and u(A) # [, for all A EL,. 
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In this case &(A,) = -1 by our choice of the pairs 
(6 j) = (u(k), w(k)), k E Lo, 
(u, w) and we put for 
ifk6s 
ifk>s 
where (n, , x2 ,..., x,) is the last column of Fucs,,,,t,,. 
Case 3. w(A,) = [, = ~(2,) for S, pE L,. 
We claim that in this case p #s and ~(2~) =s(L,) = -1. Indeed, if 
&(A,) = -&(a,) we get a reflection B of the subquiver u(L) n w(L) = L’ of 2 
such that uILS = ~1~. 0 G which is impossible as we remarked in 2.2. 
Especially if p = s we get u = w. If now p <s, we define FV as in the case 2. 
But for p > s we define for (i, j) = (u(k), w(k)), k E Lo, 
ifkds 
ifp<k 
where (xi, x2 ,..., x,) is the last column of Fu~s~,w,~s~ and where y,, yz ,..., y, 
are determined recursively by 
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Finally, we define the matrices pii by 
where 
F,; = 
0. P2 .'. Pn' 
. . . : . . . i’- 1 . p2 '0 for all i. 
499 
Obviously our choice is arranged such that the matrix P= (Fq) satisfies the 
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 4.3, and imfc M, for the 
corresponding endomorphism of M, + , . For the latter observe that the 
embedding M= @;=r (K”), 4 M,+r = @;=, (K”+‘)j is such that, for 
each i, (AT), is mapped identically into the first n summands of (IT+ ‘)i. 
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